If G= {a, 6, • • • } is a locally compact abelian group and X = {* » y, -• • } a complex commutative Banach algebra, we denote by B(G, X) the generalized group algebra in the sense of [l;2]. An X-valued function g defined over G is in B(G, X) if g is strongly measurable and Bochner integrable with respect to Haar measure over G. We define ||g||£(G,x)=/(?|g(ûO| xda and, with convolution as multiplication, B(G, X) is a complex commutative 5-algebra. In In this paper we propose to characterize the homomorphisms T from B(G, X) into B(G, X') which are such that T keeps L(G) "pointwise invariant. " More precise statements will be found in the theorems below.
We 1 If g'<EB(G, X') and g' is represented on its space of maximal ideals ÔXWl(X') as ƒ•<£' where fGL(G) and <f>' is a function defined on 2R(X')i then g' = fx' for some x'GX'.
(Here, }(â) =z Jaf{à)(a, â)da.) For, consider the function
. We see that g' and ƒ#' are represented by the same function on GX$R(X'). Now, since X' is semi-simple, 5(G, X') is semi-simple [l, p. 1609] and thus g'=/x'.
For âeÔ, M'em(X'), we have in
continuous multiplicative linear functional on B(G, X). This means that [Tg]~(â, M')=ê(r(â), <r*M') for some r(â)eÔ, a*M'e.Wl(X). Tthus induces a map T*: GXWl(X')->Gxm(X)
given by r*(#, M') -(T(#), (7*ikf). Since G is connected and T* is continuous,
. This is true because the connected components of GX^R{X) are precisely of the form GX{M) with MGSftpQ. Since T(fe) =/e', f£L(G), we conclude that r(#) = # and T* is the product of the identity map on G and a map cr*:
^m(X). Consider fxGB(G, X), fÇiL(G). It gets represented as a product function on GXWl(X)
. From the nature of T* in the preceding paragraph, T(fx) gets represented as a product function on GX2)?(X') whose first factor is ƒ(#). In view of the second paragraph of this proof, there exists a(x)<E:X' such that T(fx) = cr(x)f. The map a: X-+X' is a continuous homomorphism as is easy to verify. As already remarked, finite linear combinations of functions fx are dense in B(G, X) and since T is continuous, the theorem is proved.
In our next theorem G will be taken compact and we require the following
LEMMA. Suppose G is a compact abelian group with Haar measure normalized to 1, and X is a complex commutative B-algebra with identity e with no restrictions on Wl{X). Let <t> be a continuous homomorphism from B(Gy X) to L(G) which is such that </>(fe)=f for all f(E.L(G). Then there exists an JkTGSOïCX") such that {<t>g)(a)=<j>Mg(a) a.e. for any gG#(G, X).
PROOF. Since G is compact, the constant X-valued functions are in B(G, X) and thus X can be considered to be a subset of B(G, X). xÇzX. Taking finite linear combinations of functions of the type fx with /GZ(G) and x£X, we can find a sequence {ƒ«} such that j n ->g for any gGB(G, X) with <£(ƒ") =0M(/ W ). Hence <^(g)=03f(g) since 0 is continuous and the lemma is established.
THEOREM 2. Le/ G and X be as in the lemma and let X' denote a semi-simple B-algebra with identity e'. Suppose T: B(G, X)-*B(G, X') is a continuous homomorphism such that T(fe)=fe' for any jÇzL(G). Then there exists a continuous homomorphism a : X-*X' such that (Tg)(a) =ag(a) for any g^B{G, X).
PROOF. Let { W\ be the set of neighborhoods of the identity 0£G and let {jw} be an approximate identity in L(G). Then, if/GL(G),
xÇzX, we have T(jw *fx) = T(Jwx) *fe'->T(fx) as W->0. Taking Fourier transforms we find [T(jwx)]^(fe f )^-^[T(fx)]'^ so that [T(jwx)]^(â)
converges as W->0 for each #£G. Call this limit <r â (x). It is clear that o\j(x) is independent of the approximate identity {jw} and the f unction ƒ defining it. We have we have <t>M'(yi) -4>M' (3^2) =03f(^). Since X' is semi-simple, we must have 3^1 = 3^2 and I 9 6I] so <r â (x) is independent of â. Write <r â (x)=<r(x). a is a continuous homomorphism from X to X'. We have, consequently, shown that
and this means T(fx) =<r(x)f for all/GL(G), #£X, because 5(G, X') is semi-simple if X' is semi-simple. Continuing in a manner like that at the end of the lemma or the end of Theorem 1, we find that (Tg)(a) = <rg(a) for all g£-B(G, X) . This completes the proof.
We remark that, conversely, if a:X-+X' is a continuous homomorphism, then the map (Tg)(a) = <rg(a) from B(G, X) to B(G> X') is a continuous homomorphism with no restrictions on G, (5, X or X'. The proof is easy and is omitted. THEOREM 
In either Theorem I or 2, if T is an isomorphism from B(G, X) onto B(G, X'), then a is an isomorphism from X onto X'.
PROOF. <T is one-one for if x^x^ #1, # 2 £X, then fxi9 é fx 2 where fÇ:L{G), ƒ7^0. Since T is one-one, T(fxi) =cr(xi)ƒ7 é T(fx 2 ) =0*(# 2 )/ so that 0-(xi)^o"(x 2 ). 0-is onto X', for choose any x'GI'. 
